
 

Telugu 2 Upendra Movie Free Download There are many things to be learned from past mistakes. The movie showed viewers the challenges faced by an aspiring singer, who has to cope with the difficult life of a struggling artiste. Upendra gave a powerful performance showcasing his phenomenal screen presence. He is simply amazing, leaving everyone in awe. The music was highly appreciated for
its soul touching feel and it can be considered as one of the best Telugu songs ever made. Suhasini Mani Ratnam's performance is excellent. The character she played was convincing and one can feel her pain at being unable to do the right thing. The rugged, rustic landscape of Rajasthan adds a lot of authenticity. The country side interiors are true to life and this clarity in details makes the movie an
interesting watch. The film is a "classic" Upendra movie all the way, with its riveting screenplay and a stellar performance by Upendra. The story follows an aspiring singer, who falls in love with a rich girl. But for this love to happen, he has to struggle through the dark shadows of reality. The movie is structured in such a way that it keeps the viewer hooked on till the very end. The film shows viewers
the challenges faced by an aspiring singer, who has to cope with the difficult life of a struggling artiste. Upendra gave a powerful performance showcasing his phenomenal screen presence. He is simply amazing, leaving everyone in awe. The music was highly appreciated for its soul touching feel and it can be considered as one of the best Telugu songs ever made. Suhasini Mani Ratnam's performance
is excellent. The character she played was convincing and one can feel her pain at being unable to do the right thing. The rugged, rustic landscape of Rajasthan adds a lot of authenticity. The country side interiors are true to life and this clarity in details makes the movie an interesting watch.

The film has been directed by Suhasini Mani Ratnam who has directed many movies such as "Bombay", "Anandam" & "Iru Mugan". This movie is a remake of the Malayalam movie named "Pithamagan"(2006) directed by Lal Jose, which was based on a novel written by Muthukadambi. The music was scored by Vandemataram Srinivas who had composed the music for the original as well as for its
Tamil remake "Kutty". The music was highly appreciated for its soul touching feel and it can be considered as one of the best Telugu songs ever made. The movie was shot at various locations and especially in Rajasthan.

The movie got many awards and nominations. It won 3 Filmfare Awards and 5 Nandi Awards including Best Actor (Upendra), Best Story (Suhasini Mani Ratnam), Best Music Director (Vamsi)and Best Supporting Actress (Saranya).
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